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Abstract— This paper presents a novel power estimation
scheme for programmable systems consisting of predesigned dat-
apath and memory components. The proposed hybrid method-
ology yields highly accurate estimates within short runtimes by
combining high-level simulation with analytical macromodeling
of circuit characteristics. To assess its effectiveness in practice,
we implemented our hybrid scheme into a power estimation tool,
called HYPE, and applied it to explore various architectural al-
ternatives in the design of a 256-state Viterbi decoder and a Rijn-
dael encryptor. For designs with about 1 million transistors, our
estimator terminates within seconds. Compared with industrial
gate-level power estimators, our approach is up to 1,000 times
faster with 5.4% deviation on average.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient and accurate power estimation tools are crucial for
the design of low-power systems. In this paper, we present a
novel hybrid power estimation methodology for IP-based sys-
tems. Our approach can be used to explore architectural al-
ternatives of general programmable systems consisting of pre-
designed components. It can handle systems of arbitrary topol-
ogy that execute any given program, encompassing the dissi-
pation of memory, control, and datapath components.

To obtain fast and accurate power estimates, our scheme
combines high-level simulation with analytical macromodel-
ing that abstracts circuit-level characteristics such as switching
and leakage power. Given an IP-based system and a program it
executes, functional simulation is performed to derive all data
signals at the datapath/memory interface as well as all control
signals. For each of the datapath topologies identified from
these control signals, an iterative procedure is applied in con-
junction with analytical output macromodels to calculate sig-
nal statistics among the IP components of the system. These
statistics are then applied to analytical power macromodels to
estimate obtain the dissipation of the entire datapath.

We have implemented our hybrid scheme in a power estima-
tion tool, called HYPE, and used it to explore several architec-
tural alternatives in the design of 256-state Viterbi decoders
and Rijndael encryptors. Our experimental results demon-
strate the high effectiveness of our approach. For systems
with 100k logic gates, HYPE terminates within seconds. Com-
pared with state-of-the-art industrial gate-level power estima-
tion tools, our methodology is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude faster
with 5.4% power estimation deviation on the average.

The remainder of this paper has 4 sections. We discuss pre-
vious research on high level power estimation and analytical

macromodeling in Section II. Our hybrid power estimation
scheme along with a sufficient condition for the convergence
of our iterative estimation scheme are presented in Section III.
Our experiments are presented in Section IV. Section V sum-
marizes our contributions.

II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

A growing volume of research has been devoted to high-
level power estimation, since early design decisions often have
a large impact on system power consumption [8, 12]. Two
major research directions are simulation-based cycle-accurate
power estimation and power macromodeling. Cycle-accurate
approaches yield fine grain information about power dissipa-
tion in each cycle. In contrast, power macromodeling relies on
signal statistics to estimate average power consumption.

A plethora of cycle-accurate power estimation frameworks
has been proposed [3, 7, 9, 14, 16]. In these approaches, the
power consumption of each individual RTL block is character-
ized with power-relevant events such as instructions or input
vector pairs. Given a system architecture and a sequence of
input signals/instructions, architectural level simulation is ap-
plied to count these events, and total power is computed by
summing up the dissipation of the events of all blocks. These
research efforts are primarily targeted at specific microarchi-
tectures and the resulting simulators and cycle-accurate power
models tend to be domain-specific. In [15], a cycle-accurate
power model was proposed for general circuits, but it was only
applied to individual components.

Power macromodeling of predesigned components is a
promising approach for accurate yet simulation-free power es-
timation. In this approach, macromodels are derived from
circuit-level characterizations which capture physical details
like parasitic capacitance. Each such macromodel contains a
mapping between the power dissipation of a circuit and cer-
tain statistics of its input signals such as the average signal
probability or average transition density [13]. Power macro-
modeling for single IP components has been investigated us-
ing various signal statistics and different mapping approaches
[1, 2, 4, 5, 6]. The application of power macromodeling at
system level was explored in [10, 17].

In analytical power macromodeling, a function � maps the
space of input signal properties to the power dissipation of a
circuit. Three widely used input parameters for the macro-
model are the average input signal probability ����� , the average
input transition density ����� , and the input spatial correlation�
�	� [2]. To obtain the power function � of a given IP com-



ponent, the component is first simulated under sample input
streams with various � �	� , � �	� , and

�
�	� . The set of power

dissipation points
�

obtained by this procedure is then curve-
fitted to derive an analytical expression � using a minimum
mean-square error criterion so that

��� ��� � �	��� � �	��� � ���	��
 (1)

In the estimation procedure, the actual signal statistics are de-
rived and applied to � to compute the power estimate.

Similarly, in analytical output macromodeling, functions are
generated to map input signal statistics to those of the output
signals. In the characterization step, functional simulations of
a circuit are performed with different input sequences to ob-
tain data points for the metrics ������ , ������� , and

� ����� . Using
a minimum mean-square error criterion, analytical functions�� � � ��� � ��� � ��� � are derived so that

� � ������� � ������� � ������� � �� � � �	��� � �	��� � �	� ��
 (2)

Analytical output and power macromodels can be combined
in a static (simulation-free) procedure as described in Fig. 1
[10]. In the sample system given in this figure, the vertices
A, B, C, and D represent IP components. The signal statistics
of the inter-component nodes n1, n2, and n3 are initialized to
arbitrary values. These statistics and statistics of the primary
input are then applied to the output macromodels of A, B, and
C iteratively until convergence. The power consumption of the
entire system is calculated by applying the signal statistics to
the power macromodels of the corresponding components.
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Fig. 1. A System Example

Static estimation has a number of limitations. First, it cannot
handle memory components, because memory output cannot
be estimated using input statistics. Second, it cannot handle
control signals efficiently. Power macromodeling implicitly
assumes that each input affects the power dissipation roughly
in the same way. However, control signals such as clock gating
signals, generally have much larger impact on power than data
signals. Furthermore, control signals can alter the dataflow
through components like multiplexers, reconfiguring system
topology and, therefore, changing power dissipation. Not dis-
tinguishing control from data signals can potentially result in
large estimation error.

III. HYBRID POWER ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

The 3-phase flow diagram of our hybrid power estimation
procedure is shown in Fig. 2. Given a functional description
of a system

�
, an architectural implementation of

�
consisting

of predesigned components, a sequence of input signals, and
a program stored in memory, our procedure reports the total
power dissipation of

�
when running the program.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid Power Estimation Procedure

A. Simulation setup

In this phase, our procedure first identifies the crucial sig-
nals of the system, that is, the signals that are critical for accu-
rate system power estimation. There are two types of crucial
signals: data signals at the datapath/memory interface and con-
trol signals. The data signals at the datapath/memory interface
contain the memory access information and are important to
estimate memory power. Furthermore, these signals are the
primary input/output of the datapath. Since no output macro-
models can be created for memories, these signals need to be
calculated using functional simulation.

Control signals can be classified into two groups: system
level and component level. System level controls can reconfig-
ure datapath topology, resulting in different dataflow and there-
fore signal activities, such as the Select signal in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 3. Control Signals: (a) System-level (b) Component-level

Component level controls may significantly affect the power
dissipation of individual circuit components. Fig. 3(b) shows
a dual-function ALU in which the control Select decides the
utilization and, therefore, power dissipation of the hardware.
For such circuits, different power macromodel functions � � are
characterized for each possible control value ! . Accordingly,
the total power is calculated by:

�"�$#
�&%�'

� � � � �	�(� � �	��� � �	� �*)�+ �,� (3)

where - is the set of all control values, and + � is the fraction
of time for which the control value is ! .

It is straightforward to automate the control signal identifi-
cation by requiring all IP blocks to have their control pins la-
beled. Moreover, controls introduced outside IP blocks should
also be labeled by the designers.

After all crucial signals have been identified, our procedure
modifies the functional system description to represent these
signals explicitly. Fig. 4 illustrates how this step is performed.
Since the architectural description is an implementation of the
functional description, both descriptions have the same pri-
mary inputs (PI) and primary outputs (PO). Some of the inter-
mediate signals are shared. The crucial signals that are missing



in the functional description are added by duplicating the cor-
responding architectural description of the system. The result
is represented by the shaded part.
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Fig. 4. Augmentation of Functional Description

B. Datapath modes computation
This step performs high-level simulation of the augmented

functional description using the given input signals and/or pro-
grams. The objective is to accurately compute all control sig-
nals, memory access information, and data signals at the dat-
apath/memory interface. After simulation, profiling of the de-
rived control signals is performed on the architectural descrip-
tion. Based on the values of the system level control sig-
nals, the ensuing datapath topologies or modes are recorded.
These modes can activate completely different hardware and
thus give rise to significant variations in power consumption.

In addition to the datapath modes, the fraction of time when
each mode is active is also computed. These fractions indi-
cate the extent to which each mode can affect the overall sys-
tem power. This step is performed by counting the frequency
of every value of system-level control signals. Theoretically,
there might be � � modes with � system controls. However,
one would expect only a limited number of system modes to
occur in practice, as confirmed by the designs we studied.

C. Static power estimation
In the third phase, static power estimation based on macro-

modeling is performed in each mode. The data signal statistics
at the datapath/memory interface are first computed. Signal
statistics among the circuit components are subsequently com-
puted by iteratively evaluating output macromodel functions
on each datapath topology. These signal statistics are then ap-
plied to analytical power macromodels to obtain the dissipation
results. The average datapath power consumption is finally
computed by combining power estimates of all modes based
on the runtime percentages.

Theorem 1 gives a sufficient condition under which the it-
erative computation of the signal statistics in the static power
estimation step of our method is guaranteed to converge to a
unique fixed point. The proof is omitted due to page limita-
tions. (See [10] for detailed symbol definitions.)

Theorem 1 Let � be a system of arbitrary topology, consist-
ing of � predesigned components. For each component � , let��
� be the output macromodel functions, and

���
� be the out-

put sensitivity matrix. For arbitrary initialization, the iterative
estimation of signal statistics based on output macromodeling
always converges to a unique solution if

��� ����
��� ) �	 ��
� ) �	 � � (4)

where
�

is a real number such that � 
���� 	 and
�	 �

denotes

the 3-dimensional vector of 1’s.
��� ����
��� is obtained by taking the

absolute value of each element in
���
� .

From a macromodeling standpoint, we treat global intercon-
nect, e.g. clock nets or data buses, as a special type of compo-
nent with total capacitance as an additional parameter. The
capacitance value can be extracted after global system rout-
ing or estimated quickly using the size information of the pre-
designed components. Power dissipation can be computed us-
ing the capacitance and signal statistics of the interconnect.

The power dissipation of memories primarily depends on
their access rate and does not change significantly with the data
stored. It is computed using memory access information from
the high level simulation and power-related parameters from IP
vendors. The power dissipation of the control components is
computed by applying the control signals obtained from high
level simulation to the corresponding power macromodels.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. 256-state Viterbi decoder

In this section, we describe the application of HYPE to in-
vestigate the impact of parallelism on power dissipation of a
Viterbi decoder for the IS95 standard. Using commercial ASIC
design tools and a 0.25 � m standard-cell library, we designed 6
Viterbi decoders, containing 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 ALUs. To
evaluate our power estimation scheme, we applied HYPE to
estimate the power dissipation of all 6 Viterbi decoders when
decoding synthetic inputs. For comparison, we used Prime-
Power, a gate-level power estimation tool, to estimate power
dissipation using the same inputs.

Fig. 5 shows the power estimation results of HYPE and
PrimePower. The average estimation difference is 5.4% with
a standard deviation of 0.04. This high accuracy should not be
attributed to signal correlations between the characterization
and estimation stages, because these two steps were decoupled
in our experimental procedure. Specifically, the input signals
of the circuit components during characterization are generated
by a random number generator [11], while those of the evalu-
ation procedure are computed during the decoding procedure
by the various design components.
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Fig. 5. Viterbi Decoder Power Estimation Results

HYPE finishes each estimation run within 13 seconds, ex-
ecuting up to 1,000 times faster than PrimePower. This sig-
nificant speedup is hardly surprising, because PrimePower is
a gate-level estimator and computes the signals of all individ-
ual gates. On the other hand, HYPE only computes the control



and data signals at the datapath/memory interface, while apply-
ing static power estimation for the datapath. Viterbi decoder
designs as well as most DSP systems have relatively simple
control blocks and substantial datapaths. Consequently, HYPE
performs much less computation than PrimePower on such de-
signs. Speedups are expected to decrease for systems with a lot
of control signals and relatively small datapaths. In a worst-
case scenario, the simulation performed by HYPE is close to
RTL simulation, since all control signals need to be computed
accurately. Macromodel characterization times, which are in
the order of hours, are not included in the runtime of HYPE,
because the macromodel functions are assumed to be gener-
ated by vendors once and are made available to the designers.

B. Rijndael encryptor

This section reports on the application of our power estima-
tion scheme to analyze the power impact of loop unrolling in
Rijndael encryptor designs. Fig. 6 shows the architecture of
our designs. Fig. 6(a) gives the loop structure. A control unit
switches the multiplexer so that new input data can only be
processed until the previous loop operations are finished. Mul-
tiple loop structures can be replicated to increase the system
throughput. In Fig. 6(b), the loop is unrolled, i.e. the hardware
is repeated, and encryption steps are performed sequentially.
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Fig. 6. Rijndael Encryptor Diagrams

To evaluate the performance of HYPE with different switch-
ing activities, for each estimation run, we generated 1,000 in-
put vector sequences with switching activities from 0.05 to
0.85 with granularity 0.1. HYPE was applied to estimate the
dissipation of the two Rijndael encryptors across the entire
range. Fig. 7 shows the results of this experiment. The dotted
and solid lines represent the estimates of unrolled and loop-
based encryptors, respectively. HYPE gives highly accurate
estimates as compared with PrimePower. Estimation deviation
varies with the input switching activities. The average differ-
ence is 5%, with a standard deviation of 0.05. Estimation time
was about 2–3 orders of magnitude faster than PrimePower.
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Fig. 7. Rijndael Encryptor Power Estimation Results

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel hybrid power estimation proce-
dure for programmable systems. Our approach is applicable to
general computing systems made of predesigned components
including memory, control, and datapath circuits. A software
implementation of our scheme has been used to explore archi-
tectural design alternatives for communication and encryption
applications. Compared with state-of-the-art industrial gate-
level power estimators, our method is 2 to 3 orders of magni-
tude faster with 5.4% deviation on average.
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